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Y

ou requested ‘an article that demonstrated the
importance of women of wealth’ for your next
issue. I do not have time for a full article at
this time, but here is my response, in short.

At first, your request did not ‘click’ – why should
women of wealth be more important for philanthropic
impact than men of wealth?

Ise Bosch

In the West, women of wealth have historically been
excluded from public spaces and roles that depend
on wealth, broadly speaking. But, on the other hand,
philanthropy has actually been the place for women of
inherited wealth, when other power positions were not
available.
It seems that women, as opposed to men, must learn
to fully own their wealth, for themselves or whomever
they chose to support, rather than being encouraged
to give it away. (Although personally I think there are
thousands of reasons for people of wealth of whatever
gender to give lots away, at this time in history.)
There are some studies on philanthropic and
financial behaviour saying that women tend to go for
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the long perspective; that they take their choices more
slowly but more consistently than men; that they are
less interested in having their names on buildings than
in empowering others to pursue their own goals. This
happens to be my own propensity. Yes, I owe much
of my thinking to feminism and other teachings of
solidarity – but men of wealth can follow this route as
much as I.
In effect, I consider it more important what we give
to, and how, rather than who we are. We’re asking for
equal treatment, after all. To give at the level of their
true potential, women need to show up to the tables
of power, they need to speak up, take their share, and
do with it what they consider right. ‘Ladies banking in
pink’ won’t do. And there’s no need to copy the men
(except if they are actually cool).
Great Britain has some great examples of good
philanthropy by feminists – I expect this issue tells
their stories. These are what should be copied.
With warm regards,
Ise
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